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Abstract: Sustainability issues in supply chains have received increasingly significant concern. Facing
incentives such as environmental tax and consumer environmental awareness, firms and even
retailers have started to make sustainability investments. To evaluate the retailer’s contribution to
sustainability issues, we study a supply chain with one manufacturer and two symmetric competing
retailers who have the option to make sustainable investment in their upstream members directly
in green technology or clean production. We investigate the optimal sustainable investment and
operation decisions under three power structures: (1) firms have the same power (Nash game); (2) the
manufacturer is more powerful (Manufacturer-lead Stackelberg game) and (3) the retailers are more
powerful (Retailer-lead Stackelberg game). By analyzing the optimal decisions and the economic
performances, we show that the retailers always have incentives to make sustainable investment
in all power structures. However, the retailers’ power affects firms’ decisions, the economic and
the environmental performances. When the investment cost is low, the emission reduction due to
investment is the most significant with less powerful retailers. With relatively high investment cost,
whether the retailers having more power make more sustainable investment depends on the unit tax
saving and effect factor of emission reduction on the demand. From the environmental perspective,
simultaneous games may conduct the most significant total emission reduction in most cases. We
also consider an asymmetric case and compare it with the symmetric one.

Keywords: competing retailers; carbon emission reduction; power structure; sustainable supply
chain management

1. Introduction

Increasingly crucial environmental issues, such as carbon emission, have received concerns in both
academia and industry. Many countries, such as the USA, have adopted carbon emission regulations to
deal with these issues. Among these regulations, environmental tax has been shown to be an efficient
one to reduce the carbon emission [1]. As a result, many firms have incentives to invest in green
technologies to reduce carbon emissions and get tax credits accordingly [2].

Regarding the market response, literature also has shown that consumers are willing to pay more
for the products labeled as green products [3]. The so-called consumer environmental awareness is
also an incentive for firms to make sustainable investment. Hence, in a supply chain, the sustainable
investment may benefit not only the manufacturer by reducing the carbon emission, but also the
retailer from the demand side. As a result, retailer’s involvement in sustainability programs has been
observed [4,5]. More interestingly, some retailers, such as Marks & Spencer (UK), make sustainable
investment directly in their manufacturer’s clean production. Based on its sustainability report, Marks
& Spencer spent over 200 million pounds in 2007 for sustainable projects including the investment in
the suppliers’ manufacturing [6]. It is safe to address that the retailers nowadays have an incentive to
contribute to sustainability issues, such as emission reduction, directly by making investment in clean
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manufacturing. Note that most of the recently disclosed sustainability report shows that the retailers
sustainable investment project is made by the huge ones [6,7]. It is also an interesting direction to
investigate whether the retailers with less power would be hurt or benefit when they participate in
sustainable investment, though very little effort has been made in the existing literature or industrial
reports to explore this issue.

Motivated by the above industrial practices, in this paper, we investigate how a retailer contributes
to sustainability issues by evaluating the investment in sustainability and related performances.
Specifically, we consider two retailers’ orders from a common manufacturer and competing in
retail price. Each retailer has the option to make sustainable investment directly in the common
manufacturer’s clean production and make announcements about it to stimulate the sales. The
common manufacturer benefits from the sustainable investment by reducing emissions and related
tax. In addition, the manufacturer has the option to change wholesale prices to affect the retailers’
sustainable investment. Taking the retailers’ position in the supply chain into consideration, we also
study the impact of power structure on the retailers’ sustainable investment and related performance
of the supply chain. We analyze the manufacturer’s wholesale price, the carbon emission reduction
level due to the retailers’ investment and retail price in Nash Game, Manufacturer-lead Stackelberg
Game and Retailer-lead Stackelberg Game, respectively. After deriving the optimal solutions, the
manufacturer’s wholesale price, the retailers’ carbon emission reduction level and retail prices, for
various cases associated with these three supply chain power structures, we conduct some comparisons
to show managerial insights. By comparing the optimal decisions and retailers’ profits, we investigate
the retailers’ incentive of sustainable investment. In addition, we also compare the manufacturer’s
profit and analyze how the manufacturer reacts by adjusting the wholesale price with the retailers’
investment. Then, from the environmental perspective, we analyze the impact of the retailers’ power
on the investment and environmental performance such as emission reduction. Furthermore, we
extend our results in an asymmetric setting where only one of the retailers makes the investment. We
show that the emission reduction per unit due to a single retailer’s investment is higher than that
in the both retailer invest scenario in the sequential games (i.e., Manufacturer-lead and Retailer-lead
Stackelberg Game), though it is more beneficial for the environment due to the total emission reduction
when both retailers make the sustainable investment. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the
first to study the effects of competitive retailers’ sustainable investment in supply chains with different
power structures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Literature review is demonstrated in Section 2. In
Section 3, we introduce the retailers’ and manufacturer’s decision models under three different
power structures. In Section 4, we derive the optimal solutions with the retailers’ sustainable
investment in different power structures, respectively. The optimal solutions, profits and environmental
performances in different structures are compared and managerial insights are derived in Section 5. In
this section, we also extend our result to an asymmetric setting. We conclude this paper and point out
some directions of future research in the last section. All proofs are relegated to Appendix A.

2. Literature Review

This paper is related to three streams of research of supply chain management in the literature, i.e.,
sustainable supply chain management, supply chain management with competition and the impact of
the power structure.

Integrating the sustainability issues into the operational decisions, researchers have shown that
sustainable investment and adjusted operations decisions may improve supply chain member’s
performance from both economic and environmental perspectives [5]. Sustainability investment
made by the manufacturer is widely observed in literature of sustainable supply chain management.
Drake et al. [2] show the impact of emission tax and emission cap-and-trade regulations on the
manufacturer’s sustainable investment decision. There is also some literature that views the consumer
environmental awareness as another incentive of sustainable investment made by the manufacturer [8].
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Taking consideration of the consumer environmental awareness, Li and Shen [9] investigate the
sustainable investment problem by developing a model combining the non-profit manufacturer and
for-profit manufacturer. Note that papers that investigate the manufacturer’s role in sustainability
issues are abundant, while only a few research studies focus on the retailer’s contribution from
the environmental perspective. Dong et al. [3] study how the retailer’s procurement policy with
environmental awareness consumers affects the manufacturer’s decision when it is under the carbon
cap-and-trade regulation. Toptal et al. [4] study the joint decisions of ordering and sustainable
investment under different policies such as carbon cap, tax and cap-and-trade, from the retailer’s
perspective. Also considering the sustainable investment made by retailers, in this paper, we focus on
the effects of the retailers’ power on their sustainability investment and performance in the competitive
environment.

Some recent papers discuss the sustainable efforts made by firms with competition; however,
these papers focus on manufacturers’ competition rather than the retailers’ competition. For instance,
Yalabik and Fairchild [10] examine how competition affects the firm’s investment in sustainability
issues. Liu et al. [11] view the consumers environmental awareness as an incentive and investigate
the impact on a two-stage supply chain with manufacturers’ competition. Considering product
competition, Zhang et al. [12] discuss the impact of consumer environmental awareness on and
channel coordination within a two-stage supply chain. In our paper, we investigate the retailers’
sustainable investment decision in different power structures and discuss retailers’ competition.
Accordingly, our study is also related with the research stream that adopts game-theoretical approaches
in problems with retailer competition (see, e.g., [13–15]). Differentiating from this stream of studies
that consider retailers’ retail price [16,17], inventory [18], sales effort [19] competitions and literature
focusing on coordination in competitive environment [20–22], we consider that both retailers compete
with retail price. Our paper makes a contribution to this stream of literature by exploring the joint
effect of power structures and competition on the retailers’ investment in sustainability issues and
showing how the retailers contribute to the environment.

Some papers study the impacts of different power structures on the supply chain members’
operations decisions. Ertek and Griffin [23] discuss the impact of power structure in a supply chain
with a supplier and a buyer. Also based on a two-stage supply chain, Majumder and Srinivasan [24]
explore the impact of leadership on the performance from a supply chain’s perspective. Besides the
impact of different power structures on supply chain performance, Xue et al. [25] also examine how
the supply chain member’s power affects the consumer surplus. Focused on the impacts of power
structure on supply chain, Shi et al. [26] extend the previous results by considering uncertain demand.
Specifically, some research considers the impact of power structures in a competitive environment.
For example, Choi [27] analyzes the impact of power structure with the consideration of price
competition. With a dual channel supply chain setting, Chen et al. [28] investigate the influence of
power structure on the retail service. Zheng et al. [29] explore the effect of power structure in the
closed-loop supply chain with dual-channel. Note that the majority of the above work did not consider
the sustainability issues. A few existing papers have discussed the joint effect of different power
structure and the sustainable efforts on the performance of a supply chain. Chen et al. [30] is one of
the early papers that examine the joint effect of power structure and the manufacturer’s sustainable
efforts on the supply chain coordination. With similar power structure settings, Shi et al. [31]
discuss the sustainability investment issues with stochastic demand. The two papers consider the
manufacturer’s sustainable investment only, while Shi et al. [5] investigate the retailer’s sustainable
effort under different power structures with deterministic settings. Differing from the three papers, we
discuss the retailers’ sustainable investment problem in different power structures with competition.

3. Modeling Framework

We consider a two-tier supply chain where a common manufacturer (indexed by M) sells a
single type of products to two duopoly retailers (indexed by i ∈ {1, 2}) with wholesale price wi
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(resp. w3−i) per unit. As observed in the industry practices and literature, both retailers have the
option to invest in the manufacturer’s adoption of sustainable technology, due to the consumers’
environmental awareness. The retailer i’s sustainable investment costs are related to the unit carbon
emission reduction level ei (i = 1, 2) per unit product. Following Shi et al. [5], we assume that the
investment cost I(e) = λe2/2 is increasing and convex in the emission reduction level where λ is the
investment cost coefficient.

We consider deterministic market demand, which equals the retailers’ order quantity. The two
retailers compete in one market with retail prices, which is denoted as pi. Another decision for the
retailer i is the sustainable investment, which is reflected by the emission reduction level per unit
product and denoted as ei. We call it emission reduction level for short. In addition, the retailers usually
make an announcement or mark their contribution to sustainability through environmental disclosure
(e.g., [6,7]), hence consumers can distinguish their sustainable efforts and make purchasing decisions
based on different emission reduction levels from the retailers’ investment. Then, the demand quantity
of retailer i is

Di = a− pi + bp3−i + rei, (1)

where b implies the competition intensity of the two retailers and r shows the degree of consumers
environmental awareness. Similar demand functions can also be observed in [3,5,9].

Then, the profit function of retailer i is

πr,i(ei, pi) = (pi − wi)Di − I(ei). (2)

Note that the emission reduction may bring about the environmental tax credit for the
manufacturer. We denote the saving of environmental tax as t per unit emission reduction. In
addition, the manufacturer produces the product with unit cost c. Then, we denote the profit function
of the manufacturer as

πm(wi, w3−i) =
2

∑
i=1

(wi − c + t(e1 + e2))Di. (3)

To avoid the trial result, following [5,9], we assume that bλ > (r + t)2 and r > t.
In order to investigate the impact of the retailers’ position in the supply chain on the decisions

and environmental performance, we consider three different supply chain power structures.

1. Nash Game (N): the two sites of the supply chain, the manufacturer and the retailers, have
the same power. They play a Nash game in which they decide on the wholesale price and
carbon emission reduction level through investment and retail price, simultaneously. The optimal
decisions are Nash equilibrium in which each firm’s decisions are the best response of the others’
decisions.

2. Manufacturer-lead Stackelberg Game (M): The manufacturer is more powerful than the two
retailers. Accordingly, it is a Stackelberg game where the manufacturer plays as the leader.
We call it M-lead game for short. The decision sequence is as follows: the manufacturer first
decides the wholesale price; then, the two retailers decide their own retail price and the emission
reduction level to respond to the wholesale price simultaneously.

3. Retailer-lead Stackelberg Game (R): The two retailers are more powerful than the manufacturer.
It is a Stackelberg game where the retailers are leaders in the supply chain. We call it R-lead game
for short. In the decision sequence, the two retailers decide their own emission reduction level
through investment and retail price simultaneously. Then, the manufacturer responds by setting
the wholesale price.

The power structures we described above are widely discussed in the literature of supply chain
management. Different power structures represent supply chain members’ different bargaining power
or positions in the supply chain. The same structures are considered not only in the environmental
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topics (Shi et al. [5], Chen et al. [30], Shi et al. [31]) but also in the issues of optimal price
policy (Chen et al. [28], Ertek and Griffin [23], Cai et al. [32], Luo et al. [33]), channel competition
(Choi [27], Zheng et al. [29], Wu et al. [34]), channel selection (Xue et al. [25], Chen and Wang [35])
and so on.

4. Analysis of Different Power Structures

First, we discuss the optimal decisions and profits in different power structures. The retailer i’s
optimal retail price and emission reduction level is denoted as pj

i and ej
i in different power structures,

respectively, where j = N, M, R. Note that the optimal retail price (i.e., pi) is obtained by searching the
optimal contribution margin mi, essentially. In addition, the manufacturer’s optimal wholesale price
towards the retailer i is denoted as wj

i . We have the following lemma:

Lemma 1. The retailers’ optimal decisions are all symmetric. The optimal decisions under each power structure
are shown in the Table 1,

Table 1. Optimal decisions.

Model ej
i pj

i wj
i

Nash game
(j = N)

Xr
AN

X[(2−b)λ−2(1−b)rt]
(1−b)AN + c X[λ−2(1−b)rt]

(1−b)AN + c

M-lead game
(j = M)

Xr
AM

X[(3−2b)λ−4(1−b)rt−r2]
(1−b)AM + c X[(2−b)λ−4(1−b)rt−r2]

(1−b)AM + c

R-lead game
(j = R)

X(r+t−bt)
AR

X[(3−2b)λ−2(1−b)rt−2(1−b)2t2]
(1−b)AR + c X[λ−2(1−b)rt−2(1−b)2t2]

(1−b)AR + c ,

Where X = a − c + bc, AN = (3 − b)λ − 2(1 − b)rt − r2, AM = 2(2 − b)λ − 4(1 − b)rt − 2r2,
AR = 2(2− b)λ− 3(1− b)rt− 2(1− b)2t2 − r2.

The lemma shows the existence and uniqueness of the optimal decisions of the retailers and
manufacturer, respectively.

Focused on the impact of the investment cost coefficient λ on all supply chain members’ decisions,
we further analyze the retailers’ role after they made sustainable investment.

Corollary 1. The monotonicity of the optimal emission reduction level, retail price and wholesale price in λ are
represented as follows:

1. eN
i , eM

i , eR
i are all decreasing in λ.

2. pN
i and pR

i are decreasing in λ. pM
i is increasing in λ only when 2t > r.

3. wN
i is increasing in λ only when t

r > 1
2(1−b)(2−b) . wM

i is increasing in λ. wR
i is increasing in λ only

when t
r > 1

2(1−b)(3−2b) .

It is consistent with intuition that each retailer’s emission reduction level (i.e., ej
i) decreases in

investment cost (i.e., λ). As a result, the drop of emission reduction level due to high investment cost
will reduce the demand, which is affected by the sustainability investment. In order to attract demand
purchasing, the retailers have to drop the retail price in Nash game and R-lead game. Interestingly,
whether the retail price decreases in λ in an M-lead game depends on the relationship between 2t and
r. Note that the former represents the tax reduction effect on the manufacturer side due to emission
reduction per unit product, while the latter denotes the marginal effect of the emission reduction on the
demand. Acting as a follower, each retailer faces a wholesale price positively related with sustainable
investment cost in an M-lead game. When the market demand is notably stimulated by the emission
reduction level (i.e., 2t < r), the retailers still adopt a relatively low retail price in an M-lead game as
they do in Nash and R-lead game. However, when the increase of demand is not quite significant due
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to less sensitivity towards sustainability (i.e., r ≤ 2t), each retailer attempts to raise retail prices to keep
the profit margin, as the sustainable investment cost increases. This implies that, to a certain extent, the
sustainable investment cost is partially transferred to the consumers in an M-lead game with demand
that has weak environmental awareness. As the sustainable investment cost decreases, which brings
about more significant sustainable investment and environmental tax reduction, the manufacturer
has an incentive to reduce the wholesale price in most cases unless the tax credit is relatively low (i.e.,
t
r > 1

2(1−b)(2−b) and t
r > 1

2(1−b)(3−2b) in Nash and R-lead game, respectively).
The following lemma concludes the manufacturer and retailers’ profits under different power

structures with both retailers’ investment.

Lemma 2. The retailers’ and manufacturer’s optimal profits under different power structures are demonstrated
in Table 2,

Table 2. Optimal profits with both retailers’ investment.

Model Π
j
ri Π

j
m

Nash game
(j = N)

X2λ(2λ−r2)
2(AN)2

2X2λ2

(1−b)(AN)2

M-lead game
(j = M)

X2λ(2λ−r2)
2(AM)2

X2λ
(1−b)AM

R-lead game
(j = R)

X2λ[λ−2(1−b)rt−(1−b)2t2−r2]
2(AR)2

2X2λ2

(1−b)(AR)2

Where X = a − c + bc, AN = (3 − b)λ − 2(1 − b)rt − r2, AM = 2(2 − b)λ − 4(1 − b)rt − 2r2,
AR = 2(2− b)λ− 3(1− b)rt− 2(1− b)2t2 − r2.

5. Comparison and Insights

In this section, we analyze the retailers’ role in sustainability issues by investigating the
retailers’ motivation of sustainable investment, the optimal decisions, economic and environmental
performances with respect to retailers’ powers. We first show the retailers’ incentive of investment by
comparing optimal decisions and profits, and then discuss the related performances in different power
structures.

5.1. Incentive of Retailers’ Sustainable Investment in Different Power Structures

To emphasize the motivation of sustainable investment, we define a benchmark case, under which
neither of the retailers make an investment. We use ‘¯’ above the notations to represent this case. By
setting t = 0 and r = 0 in the original model, then ei = 0 holds ∀i = 1, 2. Then, we solve and present
the manufacturer and retailers’ optimal decisions and profits in no investment scenarios in Table 3.

Table 3. Optimal decisions and profits in no investment scenario.

Model p̄j
i w̄j

i Π̄
j
ri Π̄

j
m

Nash game
(j = N)

X(2−b)
(1−b)(3−b) + c X

(1−b)(3−b) + c X2

(3−b)2
2X2

(1−b)(3−b)2

M-lead game
(j = M)

X(3−2b)
2(1−b)(2−b) + c X

2(1−b) + c X2

4(2−b)2
X2

2(1−b)(2−b)

R-lead game
(j = R)

X(3−2b)
2(1−b)(2−b) + c X

2(1−b)(2−b) + c X2

8(2−b)2
X2

2(1−b)(2−b)2

To show the incentive of sustainable investment, we first compare the optimal wholesale prices
with/without retailers’ investment, respectively.

Proposition 1. In the Nash game, we have wN
i ≥ w̄N

i when t
r ≤

1
2(1−b)(2−b) ; otherwise, wN

i < w̄N
i .
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In the M-lead game, we have wM
i < w̄M

i .
In the R-lead game, we have wR

i ≥ w̄R
i when t

r ≤
1

2(1−b)(3−2b) ; otherwise, wR
i < w̄R

i .

This proposition shows that the retailers will be charged at a lower wholesale prices by making
sustainable investment in most cases. Interestingly, in both R-lead game and Nash game, the retailer
is charged a higher wholesale price after making sustainable investment, when the unit savings of
environmental tax is relatively lower than the improvement of demand due to sustainability investment
(i.e., t

r ≤
1

2(1−b)(2−b) and t
r ≤

1
2(1−b)(3−2b) ). It implies that when the manufacturer has less power (i.e.,

Nash game and R-lead game), it attempts to raise its wholesale price when the benefit in tax reduction
is dominated by the increased demand, when the retailers take responsibility to make sustainable
investment. It also hints that the retailers’ motivation for sustainable investment may be hurt in the
above scenarios.

Next, we compare the optimal retail prices in scenarios with and without sustainable investment
under each power structure, respectively.

Proposition 2. In the Nash game, we have pN
i ≥ p̄N

i .
In the M-lead game, we have pM

i ≥ p̄M
i when t

r ≤
1
2 ; otherwise, pM

i < p̄M
i .

In the R-lead game, we have pR
i > p̄R

i .

This proposition further shows that the retailers are able to utilize the power to charge higher retail
prices with sustainable investment (i.e., pN

i ≥ p̄N
i and pR

i > p̄R
i ). However, when the manufacturer

is the leader of the supply chain, the retailers may have to drop the retail prices with sustainable
investment if the tax reduction is dominated by the increased demand (i.e., t

r ≤
1
2 ).

From Propositions 1 and 2, the impacts of sustainable investment on the optimal wholesale price
and retail price are different in each power structure. In addition, the joint effect of the wholesale price
and retail price on the retailers’ profit is not clear. Then, we compare the retailers’ optimal profits
directly with/without investment to show the retailers’ motivation of sustainable investment under
different power structures, respectively. In addition, we compare the manufacturer’s profits as well.
The following proposition concludes the results.

Proposition 3. The retailers and the manufacturer always gain more profit when both the retailers make
sustainable investment than that in the no investment scenario (i.e., Πj

m > Π̄j
m and Πj

ri > Π̄j
ri, ∀j = N, M, R).

This proposition shows that both retailers have an incentive to make sustainable investment in all
power structures due to the profit improvement. In addition, the manufacturer gains benefit by the
retailers’ investment from the tax reduction and increased demand, even if he yields some contribution
margin to the retailers sometimes in the previous analysis. Combining with the results in Propositions
1 and 2, the incentive of retailers’ investment is from the joint effect of wholesale prices and retail
prices with sustainable investment.

5.2. Impact of Retailers’ Power on Decisions and Performances

In this subsection, we discuss how the retailers’ power affects the supply chain members’ decision
and related performances. First, we investigate the impact of the retailers’ power on the optimal
wholesale prices, by comparing them in different power structures. Regarding the effect of power
structure on the manufacturer’s optimal wholesale price, we have the following proposition:

Proposition 4. 1. When λ < 2rt + r2

1−b , wM
i < wN

i ; otherwise, wM
i ≥ wN

i . 2. wN
i > wR

i .

The proposition indicates that the wholesale price is decreasing in the retailers’ power (wM
i >

wN
i > wR

i ), when the sustainable investment cost is relatively large (i.e., λ ≥ 2rt + r2

1−b ). It implies
that when the sustainable investment cost is high, the retailers may have less incentive to make the
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investment and the manufacturer may face the drop of environmental tax credit and demand with
environmental awareness. As a result, the manufacturer utilizes his power to charge a high wholesale
price. However, we find that when the investment cost is relatively low, the wholesale price as a
function of the retailers’ power is inverse U-shape (i.e., wN

i > wM
i and wN

i > wR
i ). It implies that

when the sustainable investment cost is low, the manufacturer has to yield an amount of revenue in
sequential games (i.e., R-lead game and M-lead game) to induce and compensate the retailers’ high
sustainable investment.

Unfortunately, analytical comparison of the optimal wholesale prices in an M-lead game and
R-lead game is intractable. Hence, we further investigate the manufacturer’s optimal wholesale price
in an M-lead game and R-lead game, respectively, through numerical analysis. For the values of
parameters, we set t = 0.3, r = 1, and consider a market with moderate competition by setting b = 0.3
while considering a market with intense competition by letting b = 0.8. Denoting ∆wMR = wM

i − wR
i ,

we change λ from (r+t)2

b to 14. The result is shown in Figure 1.

10 11 12 13 14
2.35

2.4

2.45

2.5

2.55

2.6

2.65

5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14
-3

-2

-1

0

2

3

4

2 4 6 8

Figure 1. The difference of wM
i and wR

i .

From the numerical study, when the competition is moderate enough (i.e., b = 0.3), ∆wMR > 0
always hold. When the competition is intense (i.e., b = 0.8), ∆wMR > 0 only when λ is relatively
small. Facing a market with moderate competition, the retailers’ incentive of demand stimulation from
sustainable investment may become weak. As a result, they will suffer from a high wholesale price
when they have less power (i.e., wM

i > wR
i ). However, when the retailers face a highly competitive

market, and the sustainable investment cost is relatively low, they will make more sustainable
investment to attract demands, which may reduce the wholesale price as their power increases
(i.e., wM

i < wR
i ).

Then, regarding the effect of power structure on the retailers’ optimal retail prices, we have the
following proposition:

Proposition 5. 1. When λ < 2rt + r2

1−b , pM
i < pN

i ; otherwise, pM
i ≥ pN

i . 2. pN
i < pR

i .

From Proposition 5, we find that the comparison between M-lead game and Nash game is
coincident with that in the wholesale price. However, the relation of retail prices is different from the
wholesale prices in Nash game and R-lead games. It implies that sustainable investment may benefit
the retailers significantly in R-lead scenario, since they obtain a high profit margin from the relatively
low wholesale price and high retail price. For the more complex comparison between M-lead and
R-lead game, we show the results of numerical analysis with different competition intensity, tax rate
and investment cost, which is shown in Figure 2.

Denote that ∆pMR = pM
i − pR

i . Varying the competition intensity, tax rate and investment cost,
respectively, we find the retailers always charge higher prices when the they are more powerful
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(pM
i < pR

i ). To sum up, retailers charge highest prices under R-lead game, and the relationship of
prices between Nash game and M-lead game depends on the investment cost.

10 11 12 13 14
-0.45

-0.4

-0.35

-0.3

-0.25

-0.2

-0.15

5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14
-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

2 4 6 8

Figure 2. The difference of pM
i and pR

i .

Next, we will show the impact of retailers’ power from the environmental perspective. We
compare the optimal emission reduction levels between any two power structures. The results are
demonstrated as follows:

Proposition 6. The comparison of carbon emission reduction level in each scenario is demonstrated as follows.

1. When λ < 2rt + r2

1−b , eM
i > eN

i ; otherwise, eM
i ≤ eN

i .
2. When t

r < 1
(3−b) , eN

i > eR
i ; otherwise, eN

i ≤ eR
i .

3. When λ < 2(1−b)2rt2+3(1−b)r2t+r3

2(1−b)(2−b)t , eM
i > eR

i ; otherwise, eM
i ≤ eR

i .

Proposition 6 implies that the sustainable effort, which is reflected by emission reduction per
unit, depends on the investment cost coefficient and the ratio of unit tax credit and consumer’s
environmental awareness. When the investment cost is relatively low, the M-lead game conducts the
highest investment in sustainable effort. The reason for the result is that the retailers have a strong
incentive to make sustainable investment with low investment cost; however, they utilize their power
to reduce the amount of sustainable investment under certain conditions. On the other hand, it also
hints that when the sustainable investment cost is relatively high, the retailers have less motivation
to make sustainable investment. However, the retailers makes more investment as they are more
powerful in the supply chain. Interestingly, the comparison of emission reduction between Nash game
and R-lead game is only dependent on the unit tax saving and consumer environmental awareness.
Note that when the consumer’s environmental awareness is relatively significant, retailers with less
power attempt to invest more in sustainability issues.

To further investigate the retailers’ contribution from the environmental perspective, we
investigate the total carbon emission reduction, which is defined as Ej = 4× ej

i D
j
i . As shown in

Figure 3, in most of the cases, the total carbon emission reduction is the most significant when all of
the firms are equally powerful and lowest when the manufacturer has more power. It implies that
simultaneous games benefit the environment with the most significant carbon emission reduction.
However, when the tax rate is high with moderate competition or low investment cost, the sequential
game, in which the retailer acts as a leader, brings about the most total carbon emission reduction. It
hints that the retailers’ dominating position in the supply chain benefits the environment more in the
sequential game. The M-lead game also conducts the highest total carbon emission reduction quantity
with intense competition, low tax rate and low investment cost. From the numerical analysis, we also
find when {b = 0.6, t = 0.3, λ = 7}, there is {eM

i = 0.5607, eR
i = 0.5904, EM = 8.8043, ER = 8.7145}. It
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is interesting that lower investment in sustainability (i.e., eM
i < eR

i ) brings about more significant total
carbon emission reduction (i.e., EM > ER) due to the high ordering quantity.
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Figure 3. Total carbon emission reduction quantity.

In order to investigate the impact of different power structures on the economic performance, we
further compare the firms’ profit by numerical analysis. Notice that the results of comparison rely on
parameters λ, b and t

r . Without loss of generality, we fix a = 10, c = 1 and normalize r = 1 in the
following numerical studies. To investigate the impacts of investment cost coefficient, the tax rate and the
intense of competition, we vary the value of λ with different combinations of b and t. The setting satisfies
assumptions in our model. The following figures summarize the comparison of retailers’ profits.

From Figure 4, in most cases, the retailers’ profits are the highest in R-lead game while the lowest
in an M-lead game. The retailers’ profits are higher in an M-lead game than that in Nash game (i.e.,
ΠM

ri > ΠN
ri ), when the investment cost is low and the competition is intense (i.e., b is large). In addition,

if the tax rate t is low enough, the retailers’ profits in an M-lead game are even higher than that in
R-lead game (i.e., ΠM

ri > ΠR
ri).
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Figure 4. The retailers’ optimal profits.

Next, we compare the manufacturer’s profit in each scenario. From Figure 5, from the aspect of
the manufacturer, we find that the manufacturer’s profit increases his power in the supply chain (i.e.,
ΠM

m > ΠN
m > ΠR

m).
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Figure 5. The manufacturer’s optimal profits.

5.3. Extension

Note that we have investigated the sustainability issues in a symmetric setting, where both the
retailers will or will not invest at the same time. Next, we extend the result to an asymmetric scenario,
where only one retailer makes the sustainable investment under different supply chain structures. In
the asymmetric setting, we assume that the manufacturer may charge different wholesale prices for
the two retailers. Denote π̂ri and π̂m as the profits of the retailers and the manufacturer; without loss
of generality, we assume that only retailer 2 makes sustainable investment. Then, the profits of the
retailers and manufacturer are as follows:
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π̂r1(m1) = (p1 − w1)D1 = m1D1,

π̂r2(e2, m2) = (p2 − w2)D2 − I(e2) = m2D2 − I(e2),

π̂m(w1, w2) = (w1 − c + te2)D1 + (w2 − c + te2)D2,

where D1 = a− p1 + bp2 = a− (w1 + m1) + b(w2 + m2), D2 = a− p2 + bp1 + re2 = a− (w2 + m2) +

b(w1 + m1) + re2. Then, we compare the unit/total emission reduction and the optimal profits of the
firms with that in the symmetric investment scenario numerically.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the unit and total emission reduction quantities. It is interesting
to observe that the emission reduction per unit in a single retailer’s investment case is higher than
that in the both retailers’ investment scenario when the manufacturer has more power. However, it is
more beneficial for the environment due to the total emission reduction when both retailers make the
sustainable investment. This observation is consistent with intuition.
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Figure 6. Unit/total carbon emission reduction in the symmetric/asymmetric investment situations.
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Figure 7 compares the retailers’ profits and the manufacturer’s profits in the symmetric investment
case, the asymmetric investment case and no investment case, respectively. From the aspect of the
manufacturer, we find that the manufacturer’s profit increases in the number of retailers who make
investment in sustainability. From the retailers’ aspect, the preferences are more complicated. In Nash
game and R-lead game, the free-rider gets benefits from his rival’s investment in asymmetric scenario
and his rival makes more investment profits than the free-rider. Hence, the free-rider has motivation
to join the sustainable investment project, since the profit is higher in both retailers’ investment cases.
However, when they are in an M-lead game with high investment cost, the free-rider will be hurt by
its rival’s sustainable investment under this power structure (i.e., Π̄M

ri > Π̂M
r1 ). In that case, the free

rider has more incentive to join the sustainable investment project.
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Figure 7. Profit comparison among different investment situations.

The results in the above analysis show that the sustainability investment benefits both the
manufacturer and the competing retailers no matter who has more power. It provides evidence
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of incentive which stimulates the retailers to make the investment. It also explains the reason that the
retailer like Marks & Spencer is willing to invest in its manufacturer in sustainability. On one hand,
the powerful retailers may gain more profits from the sustainability investment. On the other hand,
the investment will also help the small retailers gain benefits from profit improvement with intense
competition. Furthermore, both of the weak retailers should make the investment to avoid a loss.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we consider a sustainability investment problem of two competing retailers. The
relationship of supply chain parties is considered in different power structures: all the firms have the
same power, the manufacturer is more powerful, and the two retailers are more powerful. We model
the three scenarios as three games: Nash game, M-lead stackelberg game and R-lead stackelberg game.
After solving the equilibrium in each game, we analyze the monotonicity of optimal decisions in the
investment cost coefficient. The results show that when the investment is getting inefficient, the retailers
will always invest less no matter what the power structure is. However, the wholesale price and retail
price decisions may increase or decrease depending on the power structure and the ratio of the unit
tax saving and the effect factor of emission reduction. Considering the no investment situation as the
benchmark, we point out that the manufacturer and retailers’ incentives of sustainability investment
comes from the profit improvement, though the impacts of sustainable investment on the wholesale
price and retail price are more complicated. The results show that the retailers are always willing to
make sustainable investment in the common manufacturer for profit improvement, even if they are
followers in the supply chain. We also show the impact of the retailers’ power on the decisions and
firms’ performances. From the environmental perspective, when the sustainable investment cost is low,
the retailers invest the most if they are the followers of the game, while their investment increases their
power, when the investment cost is high and the incentive from consumer environmental awareness
dominates the tax reduction. Furthermore, in most cases, simultaneous games bring about the most
significant total emission reduction. We also consider the asymmetric setting with only one of the
retailers making a sustainable investment. The comparison result shows that, although the free-rider
benefits from his rival’s investment in most of the cases, he also will be hurt when the retailers are
less powerful. Furthermore, the free-rider is always willing to join the investment project for profit
improvement.

This paper can be viewed as an early exploration to understand the retailers’ contribution to
sustainability issues by investing in the clean manufacturing directly in different power structures.
However, several limitations exist in this paper. From the aspect of technique, we failed to present
the condition that the manufacturer charges a higher wholesale price when he is more powerful. The
similar limitation also appears in the analysis of retail prices. Instead, we show a rough but reasonable
result in a numerical way. From the aspect of managerial insight, limited by the supply chain structure
in the model, the conclusions are applicative only when the retailers are symmetric in the competition.
The relationship between competing retailers and manufacturer in the real supply chain is much more
complex. The conclusions of this paper only present the incentive of retailers’ sustainability investment
in a specific situation. Consequently, the present model has pointed out some potential future research
directions. Firstly, the demand in our model is deterministic. Accordingly, one of the directions
for future research is to explore a problem with stochastic demand models. In addition, it will be
interesting to further investigate the supply chain coordination with different contracts with retailers’
sustainable efforts and competition. Moreover, we may also consider that the manufacturer has an
option to make sustainable investment. Furthermore, our model may be extended by considering
multiple types of sustainable products made by different manufacturers in a more complex setting
such as chain-to-chain competition.
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Appendix A

Proof of Lemma 1. Given the wholesale price, each retailer decides the marginal contribution per unit
product, which is denoted as mi = pi − wi, essentially. It ensures obtaining traceable analytical results.

1. When all the firms have the same power, we solve the three firms’ decisions simultaneously. The
first-order derivatives are ∂πri(ei ,mi)

∂ei
= mir− eiλ, ∂πri(ei ,mi)

∂mi
= a− 2mi −wi + b(m3−i + w3−i) + eir,

dπm(w1,w2)
dwi

= a + c−mi − 2wi + b(m3−i + w3−i) + eir + b(w3−i − c + t(e1 + e2))− t(e1 + e2) The
Hesse matrix of retailer’s profit function is(

−λ r
r −2

)
≺ 0.

The Hesse matrix of manufacturer’s profit function is(
−2 2b
2b −2

)
≺ 0.

Therefore, we solve the optimal decisions by
(

∂πri(ei ,mi)
∂ei

= 0, ∂πri(ei ,mi)
∂mi

= 0, dπm(w1,w2)
dwi

= 0
)

. Thus,

we get wN
i = X[λ−2(1−b)rt]

(1−b)AN + c, mN
i = Xλ

AN , eN
i = Xr

AN , ΠN
ri = X2λ(2λ−r2)

2(AN)2 , ΠN
m = 2X2λ2

(1−b)(AN)2 , where

AN = (3− b)λ− 2(1− b)rt− r2. Furthermore, it is obvious that AN > 0 and c < wN
i < pN

i =

wN
i + mN

i .
2. When the manufacturer is more powerful, given the wholesale price, we solve the optimal

reduction levels and retail prices of two retailers. The first-order derivatives are ∂πri(ei ,mi)
∂ei

=

mir− eiλ, ∂πri(ei ,mi)
∂mi

= a− 2mi − wi + b(m3−i + w3−i) + eir From
(

∂πri(ei ,mi)
∂ei

= 0, ∂πri(ei ,mi)
∂mi

= 0
)

,

we get ei(w1, w2) =
−r(2aλ−2λwi−ar2+r2wi+b2λwi−br2w3−i+abλ+bλw3−i)

b2λ2−4λ2+4λr2−r4 and mi(w) =
−(2aλ2−2λ2wi+bλ2w3−i+λr2wi+b2λ2wi+abλ2−aλr2−bλr2w3−i)

b2λ2−4λ2+4λr2−r4 . Substituting into the manufacturer’s

profit function, we get dπm(w1,w2)
dwi

= (λ(4aλ2 + 4cλ2 + ar4 + cr4 − 8λ2wi − 2r4wi − 4cλr2 +

4bλ2wi + 4bλ2w3−i + 4ar3t + 2br4w3−i + 8λr2wi − 2r3twi − 2r3tw3−i − ab2λ2 − b2cλ2 + b3cλ2 +

4b2λ2wi − 2b2λ2w3−i − 2b3λ2wi − 4bcλ2 − bcr4 − 4aλr2 − 8aλrt + 4λrtwi + 4λrtw3−i + 4bcλr2 −
4abr3t − 2bλr2wi − 6bλr2w3−i + 4br3twi + 4br3tw3−i − 2b2λr2wi + 2b2λr2w3−i − 2b2r3twi −
2b2r3tw3−i + 4abλrt − 6bλrtwi − 6bλrtw3−i + 4ab2λrt + 2b3λrtwi + 2b3λrtw3−i))/((r2 − 2λ +

bλ)2(−r2 + 2λ + bλ)). We solve the optimal wholesale price by
(

dπm(w1,w2)
dw1

= 0, dπm(w1,w2)
dw2

= 0
)

.

Thus, we get wM
i = X[(2−b)λ−4(1−b)rt−r2]

(1−b)AM + c, mM
i = Xλ

AM , eM
i = Xr

AM , ΠM
ri = X2λ(2λ−r2)

2(AM)2 ,

ΠM
m = X2λ

(1−b)AM where AM = 2(2 − b)λ − 4(1 − b)rt − 2r2. Furthermore, it is obvious that

AM > 0 and c < wM
i < pM

i = wM
i + mM

i .
3. When the two retailers are more powerful, given the reduction levels and the retail

prices, we first solve the optimal wholesale price. The first-order derivatives are
dπm(w1,w2)

dwi
= a + c − mi − 2wi + b(m3−i + w3−i) + eir + b(w3−i − c + t(ei + e3−i)) −

t(ei + e3−i). By solving
(

dπm(w1,w2)
dw1

= 0, dπm(w1,w2)
dw2

= 0
)

, we get wi(e1, e2, m1, m2) =

a+c−mi+ab+eir−eit−e3−it−b2c+b2mi+be3−ir+b2eit+b2e3−it
2(1−b)2 . Substituting the optimal respond wholesale

price into retailers profit functions, we get ∂πri(ei ,mi)
∂ei

= − 2eiλ−mir−mit+bmit
2 , ∂πri(ei ,mi)

∂mi
=
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a−c−2mi+bc+bm3−i+eir+eit+e3−it−beit−be3−it
2 . Therefore, we get the optimal decisions by(

∂πri(ei ,mi)
∂ei

= 0, ∂πri(ei ,mi)
∂mi

= 0
)

.

Thus, we get wR
i = X[λ−2(1−b)rt−2(1−b)2t2]

(1−b)AR + c, mR
i = 2Xλ

AR , eR
i = X(r+t−bt)

AR , ΠR
ri =

X2λ[λ−2(1−b)rt−(1−b)2t2−r2]
2(AR)2 , ΠR

m = 2X2λ2

(1−b)(AR)2 where AR = 2(2− b)λ− 3(1− b)rt− 2(1− b)2t2− r2.

Furthermore, it is obvious that AR > 0 and c < wR
i < pR

i = wR
i + mR

i .

Proof of Corollary 1. 1. Notice that AN , AM and AR are all increasing in λ. Then, we get eN
i , eM

i ,
eR

i are all decreasing in λ.

2. The first-order derivative of optimal retail prices in λ are dpN
i

dλ = Xr(2(1−b)t−(2−b)r)
(1−b)(AN)2 , dpM

i
dλ =

2Xr(2t−r)
(AM)2 , dpR

i
dλ = X(2(1−b)2t2−(1−b)(1−2b)rt−(3−2b)r2)

(1−b)(AR)2 . It is easy to find that dpN
i

dλ and dpR
i

dλ are negative

because of t < r. dpM
i

dλ is positive only when t
r > 1

2 .

3. The first-order derivative of optimal wholesale prices in λ are dwN
i

dλ = Xr(2(1−b)(2−b)t−r)
(1−b)(AN)2 , dwM

i
dλ =

4Xrt(2−b)
(AM)2 , dwR

i
dλ = X(2(1−b)2(3−2b)t2+(1−b)(5−4b)rt−r2)

(1−b)(AR)2 . It is easy to find that dwN
i

dλ is positive only

when t
r > 1

2(1−b)(2−b) . Because b ∈ (0, 1), dwM
i

dλ is positive. By solving the equation dwR
i

dλ = 0 in

t, we get the solutions are − 1
(1−b) r and 1

2(1−b)(3−2b) r. Notice that the first solution is negative;

therefore, dwR
i

dλ is positive only when t
r > 1

2(1−b)(3−2b) .

Proof of Propositions 1 and 2. In the Nash game, pN
i − p̄N

i = Xr((2−b)r−(2−2b)t)
(1−b)(3−b)AN ≥ 0, therefore, pN

i ≥

p̄N
i . wN

i − w̄N
i = Xr(r−2(1−b)(2−b)t)

(1−b)(3−b)AN , when t
r ≤

1
2(1−b)(2−b) we have wN

i ≥ w̄N
i , when t

r > 1
2(1−b)(2−b) ,

we have wN
i < w̄N

i . In the M-lead game, pM
i − p̄M

i = Xr(1−b)(r−2t)
(1−b)(2−b)AM , when t

r ≤
1
2 , we have pM

i ≥

p̄M
i , when t

r > 1
2 , we have pM

i < p̄M
i . wM

i − w̄M
i = −4Xr2t

AM < 0; therefore, wM
i < w̄M

i . In the

R-lead game, pR
i − p̄R

i = ((3−2b)r2+(1−b)(1−2b)3t)−2(1−b)2t2

2(1−b)(2−b)AR > 0; therefore, pR
i > p̄R

i . wR
i − w̄R

i =

r2−(1−b)(5−4b)rt−2(1−b)2(3−2b)t2

2(1−b)(2−b)AR , when t
r ≤

1
2(1−b)(3−2b) , we have wR

i ≥ w̄R
i , when t

r > 1
2(1−b)(3−2b) , we

have wR
i < w̄R

i .

Proof of Proposition 3. Notice that the benchmark model equals the situation in which the retailer
fixes the carbon emission reduction decision as 0 in our model. Thus, because of the optimality, it is
obvious that Πj

ri = max π
j
ri ≥ max π

j
ri|e=0 = Π̄j

ri.

We next compare the manufacturer’s optimal profits. In the Nash game, we have ΠN
m

Π̄N
m
= (3−b)2λ2

(AN)2 ≥

1; therefore, ΠN
m > Π̄N

m . In the M-lead game, we have ΠM
m

Π̄M
m

= 2(2−b)λ
AM ≥ 1; therefore, ΠM

m > Π̄M
m . In the

R-lead game, we have ΠR
m

Π̄R
m
= 4(2−b)2λ2

(AR)2 ≥ 1; therefore, ΠR
m > Π̄R

m.

Proof of Proposition 4. 1. The difference between wN and wM is wN − wM =

−X[(2−b)λ−r2][(1−b)λ−2(1−b)rt−r2]
(1−b)AN AM . Obviously, the formula is positive only when λ < 2rt + r2

1−b .
The constraint of λ has been considered in the proof of Proposition 6.

2. Notice that AR − AN = (1 − b)(λ − rt + 2bt2 − 2t2) > 0. Therefore, it is easy to find that
wN

i > wR
i .

Proof of Proposition 5. 1. The difference between pN and pM is pN − pM =

−X(λ−r2)[(1−b)λ−2(1−b)rt−r2]
(1−b)AN AM . Obviously, the formula is positive only when λ < 2rt + r2

1−b .
The constraint of λ has been considered in the proof of Proposition 6.
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2. The difference between pN and pR is pN − pR = −Xλ(1−b)(λ+(2−b)rt−2(1−b)t2−r2)
(1−b)AN AR . With the

assumption bλ > (r + t)2, it is obvious that λ + (2− b)rt − 2(1− b)t2 − r2) > 0. Therefore,
pN < pR.

Proof of Proposition 6. 1. The difference between eN and eM is eN − eM = X[(1−b)λ−2(1−b)rt−r2]
AN AM .

Obviously, the formula is negative only when λ < 2rt + r2

1−b . Consider the constraint of

λ; solving the equation 2rt + r2

1−b = (r+t)2

b in t, we get 2rt + r2

1−b > (r+t)2

b only when
t
r <

√
b(b−1)(1−3b+b2)−(1−b)2

1−b and b > 3−
√

5
2 .

2. The difference between eN and eR is eN − eR = Xλ(1−b)(r−3t+bt)
AN AR . The signal of the formula is

independent from λ. When t
r < 1

(3−b) , we get eN − eR > 0.

3. The difference between eM and eR is eM − eR = −X[2(1−b)(2−b)tλ−2(1−b)2rt2−3(1−b)r2t−r3]
AM AR .

Obviously, the formula is positive only when λ < 2(1−b)2rt2+3(1−b)r2t+r3

2(1−b)(2−b)t .
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